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 The aim of this research is to discuss relation between Perfectionidm and metacogniton 

to psychological outcomes in persons who exposed mental – practical obsession. The 

method is correlative; the statistical society consists of all patients who exposed to 
mental- practical obsession who referred to treatment centers in order to receive 

psychoanalysis services, between the said societies, a sample consists of 70 persons 

have been selected as checklist of positive and negative Perfectionim and list of 
psychological outcomes [1]. And then data have been analyzed by Pearson and 

Regression correlative coefficient. The results showed that positive Perfectionidm has 

meaningful correlation as (r=0.25), negative Perfectionidm(r=0.064) and metacogniton 
(r=0.63) to psychological outcomes. Also, the results of regression analysis showed that 

55% variance pertinent to psychological outcomes is determined by positive and 

negative sophistication, at last, increment of negative cognition and metacogniton 
causes increases psychological outcomes and increase positive Perfectionidm and 

reduces its psychological outcomes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cognitive- practical theories pertinent to obsessive- compulsive disorder (OCD) emphasize on role of 

inefficient beliefs on continuation of disorder [2] these models are supposed disturbance thoughts as cognitive 

motivators and automatic beliefs as cognitive response. These negative beliefs influence on emotions and 

behaviors of persons. By practical point of view, in compulsory obsessive disorder, negative evaluation is 

recognized in three domains: meaning of thought is threat and so important from personal point of view, control 

thought, the evaluations which point to necessity of control thoughts in order to prevent threat outcomes and 

responsibility: the evaluations point that if thoughts continue, the persons is responsible for negative events. [6] 

 Metacogniton is multi dimensional concept which cover knowledge, process and strategies which evaluate, 

control and supervise cognition [9], metacogniton strategy ( figure 1) is based on that the persons put on trap of 

emotional upset since their metacogniton resulted to special pattern of responding to internal experiences and 

cause continuation of negative emotions and enhance negative beliefs.  

 This pattern is named as (cognitive- attentive) that consists of concern, thought champ, attention, and self 

regulated approaches or behaviors which are affronted [9]. According to metacogniton model, similar beliefs are 

activated resulted to negative evaluation by pincer (self- future thought / disturbance) and finally, activate the 

beliefs pertinent to ceremonies [5]. In obsessive compulsory disorder, metacogniton knowledge can be 

inefficient as if the normal thought are occurred as natural, are evaluated as threat, at same time, metacogniton 

processes can be inefficient and result to excessive supervision and metacognition results [7] 

 Perfectionidm means having ambitious, vague and non- obtainable aims and having excessive effort in 

order to reach to them. In other word, having sum of high criterion for performance which is following with 

self- evaluation of excessive criticism, although Perfectionidm can forward person but excessive Perfectionidm 

can be make obsession disorder. From personality features which are exist as excessive and illogical and expose 

man to obsession is responsibility. [4] 
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Fig. 1: Metacogniton model of obsessive compulsory disorders [9] 

 

 Based on normal- Neurotic classification, two types of Perfectionidm are discriminated: 

- Positive or compliance Perfectionidm of high level standards but accessible  

 It is recognized trend to discipline in affairs, satisfaction from his performance, looking for excellence in all 

affairs and motivation in order to reach positive rewards. 

- Negative Perfectionidm or non- compliance with high standards and non reality, excessive concern about 

personal mistakes, high pressure from environment, comprehend more distance between personal performance 

and doubt, avoid from outcomes of personal functions. [8] as for said contents, since persons who exposed to 

obsessive- compulsory disorder are involved different abnormality and confront to problems in control emotions 

and optimize time, the current research is looking for relation between variables of Perfectionidmand 

metacognition to obsessive- compulsory disorder. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 Method of present research is correlative, the statistical society consists of all patients who exposed to 

obsessive- compulsory disorder and referred to treatment centers in order to reach psychoanalysis services. 

From said statistical society, a sample as 70 persons have been selected by sampling method and evaluated by 

short form of metacognition of wells, short and checklist, positive- negative Perfectionidm scale and checklist of 

researcher and then the data are analyzed by Pearson- Regression multi variable coefficient. 

 

A) Metacognition Questionnaire: 

 This questionnaire has been made by Katrite- Hanton and having 30 items. Every testable responds by scale 

of 4 degrees from (don’t agree to so agree). This questionnaire has 5 indices of positive beliefs about non 

controllable thoughts, and beliefs about necessity in thought. Kronbach alpha coefficient and validity coefficient 

is 0/93 and 0/78 respectively. Correlative coefficient had meaningful relation to feature- manner anxiety 

questionnaire of Spill berger(r= 0.53) and manner concern questionnaire ( r=0.54) ( wells and et al, 2004). In 

present research, Kronbach alpha coefficient was 0/81. 

 

Positive and Negative Perfectionidm Scale: 

 This scale has been made by Terry- Short 19995 and et al, this scale has two positive- negative scale which 

is evaluated by 40 questions and every testable responds to questions by 5 scales ( from disagree to agree). 

Kronbach alpha coefficient of micro positive negative prfectinidim was 0.83 and 0/81 respectively. Coefficient 

of positive – negative prefectinidim to prestige and flat prefectinidim was -0/46 and 0/53. In present research, 

kronbach alpha coefficient was 0/83. 

 

Checklist of Psychological Outcomes: 

 This form has been made by abolghasemi and et al 2007 which its result (anxiety, stress, depression, anger, 

unsuitable memories, fatigue) consist of 22 items. Every testable responds by 4 scales and its validity is 0/83. In 

present research, kronbach alpha coefficient was 0/81. 

  

Findings: 

 The results of table 1 showed that average and deviation of positive prefectidnim was 64/71+-3/10), 

negative perfectinidim 49/32+-6/39, metacognition 72/20+-12/25 and psychological outcomes 44/62+-11/01. 
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Table 1: Mean and deviation of points of perfectinidim , metacognition and psychological outcomes in persons exposed to obsessive  

Disorder. 

Variable Mean and Deviation 

Cognitive confidence 12/21+-4/88 

Positive Beliefs about Upset 14/24+-4/12 

Cognitive awareness 17/08+-3/12 

Negative beliefs about non controllable of thoughts 13/90+-3/55 

Beliefs about necessity to control thoughts 15/66+-4/12 

Positive prectidinim 64/71+-3/10 

Negative perfectidinim 49/32+-6/39 

Metacognition 72/20+-12/25 

Psychological outcomes 44/62+-11/01 

 

 Pearson correlative coefficient showed that in persons exposed obsessive disorder, metacognition has 

meaningful correlation to psychological outcomes (r=0.64) (p+0.1)  

 There was significant correlation between psychological outcomes (r=0.27) and positive perfectidinism p 

<0.5) and there had significant correlation between negative perfectinidim and psychological outcomes of 

persons exposed to obsessive disorder (p<0.1). (r=0.56) also, cognitive confidence (r=0/25) beliefs about non 

controllable of thoughts (r=0.61), cognitive self awareness r=0/25, beliefs about non controllable of thought 

r=0.61 and necessity to control thought r=0.47 had significant correlation to psychological outcomes. (p<0.01) 

 The results of variance analysis and regression statistics between metacognition and positive and negative 

prefectinidism are offered in table 2. Based on these results, scale of F is significant. (p≤0.001) and 53% of 

variance pertinent to psychological outcomes are determined. Regression coefficient for three variables showed 

that metacognition and positive and negative prefectinidism can determine variance of outcomes as 

significantly. Coefficient of metacognition (B=0.579), positive prefectinidim( B= 0.610) and negative 

prefectinidim (B= 0.672) showed that metacognition and positive and negative prefectinidim can predicate 

changes pertinent to psychological outcomes by confidence 99%. In other word, increment of metacognition and 

negative prefectinidim can increase psychological outcomes and positive prefectinidim and reduce 

psychological outcomes. 

 Table 3 show multi variable regression coefficients which are powerful predicators in persons who exposed 

obsessive disorder and the results showed that metacognition, cognitive confidence and negative beliefs are 

powerful predicators in order to predicate psychological outcomes. 

 
Table 2: Multi variable regression coefficient for metacognition and prefectinidim to psychological outcomes in persons exposed obsessive  

disorder by entrance method. 

Predication Variable R2 R F(P) SE B  T(p) 

Psychological outcome 

Metacogniton 

0/645 0/416 51/31(0/001) 0/082 0/579 0/641 6/20(0/001) 

Positive prefectinidim 0/663 0/429 27/21(0/001) 0/352 0/610 0/194 1/71(0/001) 

Negative prefectinidim 0/736 0/542 20/04(0/001) 0/171 0/672 0/407 2/92(0/001) 

 
Table 3: Multi variable regression coefficient for metacognition and positive, negative prefectinidim to psychological outcomes in persons  

exposed obsessive disorder. 

Predication Variable MR RS F(P)  T P 

Psychological outcome Negative 0//661 0/440 57/25(<0/001) 0/66 7/53 <0/001 

Metacogniton 0/725 0/531 40/79(<0/001) 0/38 3/73 <0/001 

Cognitive confidence 0/684 0/475 66/05(<0/001) 0/69 8/11 <0/001 

Non Controllable Thought 0/713 0/512 37/74(0/001) 0/26 2/32 <0/02 

 

Discussion and Concluding: 

 The present research showed that meta cognition has significant relation to psychological outcomes on 

persons exposed obsessive disorder. Majority of researches showed that meta cognition is difficult on that 

persons. As for these results, we can say that self regulation behaviors on persons who exposed disorder, is 

derived from different psychological manners like anxiety, stress, depression, anger, fatigue, bodily complaints. 

In other word, obsessive persons who are not able to regulate cognitive and mental behaviors are weak in 

perusing their private aims. Their tolerance for lacing control meta cognitive to psychological outcomes is 

disorder. As for relation between meta cognitive to psychological outcomes, unsuitable psychological events 

cause obsession by emerging thoughts. These metacognitive beliefs are differences in confrontation skills, at 

sum, metacogntiive beliefs weaken confrontation skills, cognitive interactions (illegal beliefs) and behavioral 

(ineffective behaviors) are formed. Thus, special cognitive intervention (for example, to challenge illogical 

beliefs and enhance self efficient, avoid from obsessive thought) and behavioral intervention can be effective in 

order to encounter to disorders. 

 The results of research showed that negative prefectinidim has significant correlation to psychological 

outcomes. Negative prefectinidim endanger persons by forming expectations and non reality criterion and 

critical evaluation on domain of interpersonal relations. This unsuitable situation caused that the perfection man 
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lost his main place and suitable relation and this cycle can sever continuation of psychological outcomes, the 

process that can determine correlation of negative prefectinidim and mental outcomes. In determination of this 

result, we can say that problems pertinent to adaptability and lacing mental health due to features like severity of 

inflexible ideal criterion, enhance non reality expectations, attention and deliberation of defeats, hard evaluation, 

trend into no or never approach are avoidable. This feature is resulted from cognitive process and ideal image 

from himself. Also, the results showed that positive prefectinidim had negative significant relation to 

psychological outcomes. Prefectinidim separated his mental health from upsets, anxiety, and attention to 

confrontation methods by readiness and preparation of capabilities and equip to positivism as for successes. 

Also, we can say that by prefectinidim criterion, the persons who have more self regulation behaviors respond 

social needs as adaptability, but the highest psychological outcome is experienced on persons who comprehend 

prefectinidim in their environment, but lack control behaviors or negative behaviors. The results of this research 

is conform to results of others lie Wilson [9], Wells and Matteus, [10], Frost and Stetki [3]. 
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